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THE PREINDUSTRIAL POSSESSION OF IRON IN RURAL 
SWEDEN 1750-1870 
This paper is a summary of the main results in my thesis “The age of iron. The total iron 
possession amongst the rural population in Sweden 1750-1870”, written in Swedish with a 
summary in English.  

MAIN QUESTIONS 
The main purpose of my thesis was to investigate how much iron the rural population in 
Sweden possessed 1750-1870. The aim was also to try to investigate and to calculate the amount 
of iron needed to replenish iron stocks lost in each year due to attrition. This secondary 
question was necessarily to ask in my thesis but difficult to answer. 
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BACKGROUND  

Sweden’s iron export 
For a long time Sweden was one of the most important producers of iron in the world. The 
export market covered most of Western Europe. Each year 1750-1870 Sweden exported in 
average 60- 65 000 tons of iron, mostly bar iron. 

Diagram 1. Export of iron from Sweden 1750-1870. In tons 
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Source: Jörberg 1972 
 

During the Napoleon wars, the export fell sharply and during the industrialisation of Western 
Europe the export rose. The export has been documented through customs and taxes.   

Domestic consumption 
Many studies of inventories have been conducted in Western Europe and North America. 
However, these studies have primarily focused on luxuries items such as gold, silver and 
furniture. Iron objects were different, as households did not consider their consumption as a 
luxury.1 

                                                                 
1 McKendrick, 1982, Schuurman, 1994, Wijsenbeek-Olthuis, 1994, Carr, 1994, Malanima, 1994, Yun, 1994, Cruz, 1994, Nenadic, 

1994. Other investigations into consumption how had influence on my basic work with organization of objects and data is:  
Farchilds, 1994, Horn, 1994, Dessureault, 1994, Weatherill, 1993, Weatherill, 1988, Ahlberger, 1996. 



Households used objects made of iron as coocking pots and other kitchen utensils. On farms 
the use of iron also increased. During the period 1750-1870, iron steadily replaced wooden parts 
in almost all farm implements, from spades to ploughs and harrows. The transition from wood 
to iron parts played an important role as humans gradually took control over the landscape. The 
new iron tools made digging ditches easier and facilitated large- scale drainage of marches. Iron 
parts on ploughs and harrows broke the soil faster and deeper and more efficiently than older 
ones made entirely of wood. Iron tools were not luxuries but they did play an important role in 
farm economics during the period studied. 

Driving force behind consumption patterns – theory model 
Early in the work with my thesis, I read an article by Jan de Vries, “the Z-goods model”. In it he 
discusses the relationship between goods produced on the farm and the amount of goods 
bought on the market at different income levels. 

The Z-goods model assumes that farmers buy more goods from the market when the price of 
grain goes up. As the price of grain increases, use of goods (tools/implements) produced on the 
farm decrease and more goods were bought on the market. This was a part of increasing 
specialisation during the agrarian revolution. 

The Z-goods model also takes into account change in taste. The model does not assume a 
deterministic relationship between grain prices and goods. Sometimes goods produced locally 
were bought instead of goods from the market. These goods could be considered better or 
more tasteful. It has been documented that people sometimes during the early industrial 
revolution preferred handicraft products instead of industrial products. The handicraft products 
were considered to be of a higher quality.  In a long run scenario, however the Z-goods model 
points toward increased specialization. 2 

Iron was a product that farmers - with a few exceptions, could not produce themselves on the 
farm and was thus, bought on the market, it was also a product that increased productivity in 
grain production. The assumption of this thesis is that the price relationship between grain and-
iron was s.  an important factor that favoured the introduction of new iron tools and iron parts 
onto the older wooden tools. 

The periods 1790-1812 and 1830-1870 were periods then one could expect high investments 
in iron objects on farms in Sweden. During these periods, the price of grain relative the price of 
iron favoured farmers. (See diagram 2). 

                                                                 
2 de Vries, 1993 p 108-21. 
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Diagram 2. Relativ iron price in Sweden 1750-1870 
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Source: Jörberg, 1972. I. P. 705-708, 632-635, 662-666. 
Can one se a relationship between price an position of iron objects? I will return to this 

question later in this paper. 

METHODS AND SOURCE MATERIALS 
In my thesis, the primary source materials used were estate inventory. The inventories listed of 
almost all items of value in the household - only clothing and the bed were sometimes excluded. 
Thus, it is safe to assume that the inventories accounted for nearly all iron objects, from the 
pothook to the iron plough. 

Inventories included the number of objects but they seldom revealed the object’s iron weight. 
Information concerning weight had to come from other source materials. For this purpose, I 
constructed a database of “average weights” for each type of iron object using a unique 
combination of written sources and museum object’s. 

First, a large number of object’s iron weighs were collected from museums. To extract the 
iron weight of objects containing both wood and iron, the weight of the wooden part of each 
object was calculated and subtracted from the objects total weight. 

Second, the archives of a small ironworks, Ryfors in western Sweden provided information 
on a large number of iron objects produced to be sold locally as farm implements. 



 

THE WEIGHTS OF IRON OBJECTS 
Mostly the estate inventory’s tells one about the objects and their value but not their weight.3 
This was a major problem for me at the start of this work. I did not want to count objects; I 
wanted to tell the amount of iron in kilos! To answer this I had to use methods that in some 
aspects are new to economic history. 

I had to find weight reports in other source materials. The first attempt was made in 
museums around Sweden. Everything from ploughs to pots was put on the weighing-machine. 
This gave plenty of data. But objects in museums constitute some problems. 

Most of the objects have unknown age, you can possible tell it is from later or earlier 18th to 
19th centuries, but not more precise. Sometimes the museum did not know from what village or 
farm the object came. 

Another great problem was objects made from both iron and wood. It’s not possible to 
dismantle objects in museums so I had to find another solution. Thirst I had to know the weight 
of different kinds of wood. Then calculate the total amount of wood and subtract it from the 
total weight to get the iron weight. 

To base everything on this data would be a great risk. The next step was to investigate if the 
iron producers had left some records that could be used. In the records of a small iron 
producer, Ryfors, in southern Sweden I found thousands of weights for everything from 
horseshoes to large iron objects like harrows.  

                                                                 
3 Sometimes the weight was noted, mostly for blacksmith items. 
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Tabell 1.  Manufactured iron objects at Ryfors iron producing plant 1840-41. Weights in kilos. 
Object Medel Median Max Min Number of 

objects
Share   2,9   2,9   7,4   0,9 1792
Plough-share   4,2   4,2   6,0   2,4 132
Iron moldboard 
(Breast) 

  7,2   7,1   9,5   4,3 98

Harrow shares 
without screws   0,5   0,6   0,6   0,2 250
Harrow shares with 
screws   0,8   0,8   0,8   0,8 30
”Goosefoot” 
harrow shares 

  3,0   3,0   3,0   3,0 10

 

”Mould” harrow 
shares 

  2,4   2,3   3,5   1,7 184

Wagon- or cart- 
axle 

11,9 12,5 15,1   8,3 12

Sledge runner   7,1   4,5   7,6   4,0 127
Wagon seat   1,4   1,4   1,4   1,4 105
Horseshoe   0,3   0,3   0,3   0,2 8399

 

Oxen-shoe   0,3   0,3   0,3   0,2 10
Sledgehammer   3,0   2,6   5,0   2,0 66
Spade   1,4   1,3   3,5   0,3 862
Pickaxe   1,1   1,1   1,8   0,5 25
Pickaxe for use on 
millstones 

  1,4   1,4   1,4   1,4 18

Pickaxe for use on 
greensward 

  2,3   2,4   2,9   1,8 52

 

Pickaxe for use on 
turf 

  0,9   0,9   0,9   0,9 4

Black-
smith 

Anvil 17,6 14,5 37,7   3,5 4

Pot 13,3 13,3 13,3 13,3 2
Pot foot   6,3   7,1   8,9   1,1 37
Damper   2,9   2,6   5,2   1,8 76
Damper, cast iron 7,8 7,8 7,8 7,8 1
Flat-iron   3,2   3,2   2,9   3,5 2
Flat-iron weight   0,7   0,7   0,7   0,7 9

 

  
Source: Ryfors bruksarkiv, försäljningsjournaler 1840-41. GLA 

The table above is only one example of how many different items can be found in this source 
material from a single year. 



 

PICTURE EXAMPELS OF IRON OBJECTS 

 

 

Picture source: Gadd 1983 p 154, 156. 
To the left: wooden plough, small amounts of iron. 
To the right: Early iron (1800-20) plough from West 
Sweden, about 21 kg of iron. 

Picture source: Gadd 1983 p 161 
A plough inspired by English ploughs. About 25 kg of iron 
was used. 

  

 Picture source: Gadd 1983 p 162 
Heavy iron harrow. About 30 kg of iron. 

Picture source: Erixon 1935 p 109 
Sleigh. About 15-30 kg of iron 

 

Picture source: Erixon 1935 p 114 
Wagon used for transportation. 

Picture source: Erixon 1935 p 115 
Wagon used for traveling. 
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Estate inventory’s in Sweden 
The main source material in my work is the estate inventory. In it one will find a large amount 
of objects, including iron objects. By the Swedish law of 1734 every person who died must have 
an estate inventory made by court. But the law was not implemented on a larger scale until 
around the year1750. The same year the first large Swedish census was implemented. This 
makes it possible to check the numbers of estate inventory against the numbers of adults how 
died, the estate frequency. This has been tested on a number of different areas and time periods. 
The numbers of estate inventories could in some regions be extremely low around 1750, this 
problem was most common in the north of Sweden. In the 18th century they cold have as low as 
1-2% in estate inventory frequency. In the southern parts the frequency could bee 20-40%.4 But 
if one look on difference between social groups you will discover that farmers had a much larger 
estate inventory’s frequency then the landless groups.5 

Selection of estate inventory’s 
In my study I have chosen to use the numbers of cattle in the inventory as a selection method. 
The inventory should contain at least one cow. This way I will exclude servants and other 
without their own household. At the same time I will include most semi-proletarized crofters. 
This selection method has been developed in 1970 by Jan Kuuse and is now used in several 
studies of agrarian history.6 
In every estate inventory that fulfils the criteria of one cow each other large animal gets a point 
according to the following; 
1 horse = 2 points, 1 oxen = 2 points, 1 cow = 1 point. 
Using this system one can divide the estate inventory material into four groups: 
1-6 points = small farmers. 
7-19 points = medium sized farms. 
20-49 point = large farms. 
Above 50 points= mansion sized farms. 

                                                                 
4 Gadd, 1983 p 56-57. 
5 Bringéus, 1977. Gadd 1983 p 53-59, 69-75. 
6 Kuuse, 1970; Morell, 2001, gives a detailed bibliography. 



Investigation areas 
1. Southern plains  
 
2. The Southern highlands 
 
3a. Western plains 
 
3b. Forests and iron producing area of Värmland 
 
4. Svealands forests and iron producing areas 
 
5. Eastern Sweden 
 
6. Nothen coustline and the lakearea around  
Storsjön. 
 
7. The interior of norhten Sweden (not cultivatied) 

Iron object groups 
In 1750, on average a normal farm possessed about 140 kg of iron objects by 1870 the average 
amount was more than 500 kg. Furthermore, regional differences were much greater at the 
beginning of the study. Farming areas on the plains and in iron producing areas usually owned 
more iron objects than did areas in the forest regions with little agriculture. However, by 1870, 
the regional differences were less accentuated and iron objects were more equally disseminated 
across Sweden.  

The iron implements and objects were divided into eight groups:  
1. Agricultural implements - ploughs, harrows, ards. 
2. Farming implements - spades, pickaxes, axes, scythes, and other small tools. 
3. Machines. 
4. Transport - wagons, carts, sledges. 
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5. Weapons and hunting - guns, spears, traps. 
6. Domestic objects - pots, frying pans, stoves. 
7. Handicraft tools, including blacksmith tools. 
8. Iron in construction of buildings. 
Some important shifts in the amount of iron objects owned took place between 1750 and 

1870. In 1750, domestic use of iron, mostly in kitchen utensils accounted for about 40 percent 
of the total iron on an average farm, by 1870 that figure was only 16-20 percent. Other 
categories of objects increased in both number and weight. 

During the period studied, agricultural tools increased from 15 percent to about 20 percent, 
while iron used in wagons and carts made up about 30 percent of the farms total iron 
possession. By 1870, farmers’ possession of craftsman’s tools had decreased slightly to about 2-
3 percent, as market alternatives had become available. 

During the period 1790-1850, farmers in Sweden invested in improving different types of 
wagons and carts, more iron was used on wheels and in axels. This made the vehicles stronger, 
more durable and capable of carrying more goods. Further, the improvements are an indication 
of improved roads and of a greater commercial activity among farmers. 

Other types of agricultural implements changed in substantial ways between 1750-1870. The 
most important of these were changes in the construction of ploughs and harrows. In the 1750s, 
a normal plough used about 5-10 kg of iron primarily in the ploughshare but by the 1830s, a 
normal plough weighed more than 25 kg of iron. New forms of deep working harrows 
introduced in the 1790s weighed about 30 kg of iron and even in older conventional harrow 
models, the number and weigh of iron parts increased. 

The new and improved agricultural implements were an indication of farming communities 
increased farming activity and commercialisation.  



TOTAL POSSESSION OF IRON  
To answer the main question of my theises – how much iron did farmers and cotteges in 
Sweden posses 1750-1870 – I had to calcualte the numers for each region. Official Swedish 
census data for 1751-1870 were used to make the calculation.7 In 1751 total possession was 
calculated to 38 000 tons and 1870 to 160 000 tons. However, these aggregated calculations are 
built on a number of rather weak assumptions and should be treated with caution. 

The figures for an average farm (table 2) are easear to grasp and not on such an high 
agragation levael. They show an impressive increase in iron possession during 140 years. 

Table 2. The average possestion of iron on an average sized fram 1750-1870 

 1750 1800 1815 1835 1855 1870 
Average sized farm 143* 260 318 387 455 514 
Source: Bouppteckningar från Torna, Kind Kålland, Kil, Gamla Norberg, (Bälinge, Ulleråker, Vaksala härader) som tillsammans 
utgör undersökningsområdet Uppsalaslätten samt Nysätra och Lövångers tingslag. LLA, GLA, ULA, HLA. 
*Only 4 areas out of 7 was investigeted. 
 

DID THE RELATIVE PRICE OF IRON MATTER? 
The secondary question in this paper and in my thesis was if the relative iron price (bar rion / 
grain) had an impact on the possestion of iron on farms. As I shown in the beginning of the 
paper the relative price of iron was faling sharply at the end of the 18th century and the 
beginging of the 19th. A stedy decline after 1830 can also be observd. 

The annual increase in possession of iron (nation wide) in 1751-1800 was 1,0 %t, 1800-1815 
1,2 %, 1815-1835 0,9 %, 1835-1855 1,4 % and 1855-1870 1,9 %.  

In 1800-1815 the relative iron price was at its lowest but the total incres of iron possestion 
was relativly modest on a national scale (1,2%). This was a suprisingly low figure. In 1835-1870 
the relationship between agricultural products and the price of iron objects favoured farmers, 
which stimulated an interest in investment in new iron implements. The incres in possetion 
during that time was 1,4 – 1,9 %. 

The relationship between relative iron price and iron possession is inconclusive. To 
understand the resons for incresed possetion of iron it is nesseserely to understand not only the 
shift in price but also the full technological compex suraondig each iron object. At sertan times 
it was not possible to by new iron objects and use them on the farm. The new tool must fit in 
and have a place in the cultivation of the farm, in the handicraft etc. But then falling relative 
iron prices accrued during a time of technological change the shift towards a higher use of iron 
could be forcefull. 
 
                                                                 
7 The sencus material was based on figures from each parihs. Since I have drawn up “new regions” withc represents agrarina 

regions al data had to be procesd by both statistical and geografic information systems. 
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A NORTHWESTERN EUROPEAN FENOMEN? 
The trend towards higer use of iron in farmingtools, craftmans tools, wagon and carts was of 
curse not limited to Sweden. In no other country, one has investigeted the total possession of 
this metal but there are some indications in other studies. 

In southern Norway, in Denmark and in Britain interesting study has shown an introduction 
of new iron tools on farms around 1800-20.8 

In France and Germany the introduction of heavy iron ploughs and harrows seems to come 
later, around 1840-50, about the same time as the eastern parts of Sweden. The pattern that 
emerges from this shows the need to study wider regions in Europe instead of confine the 
research to nation states. 
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